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then autophosphorylates insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1), and then 
activates the downstream cell signaling pathway which contains the 
protein intermediates, protein kinase B (Akt) and, at the membrane 
of the lysosome, complex 1 of the mechanistic target of rapamycin 
(mTORC1). At this point, the activation of subsequent down-stream 
protein intermediates, phosphorylated protein S6 kinase (P70S6K) 
and the complex of eukaryotic initiation factors-4 (eIF4) can assist 
in the formation of the initiation complex on the start codon on the 
target messenger RNA (mRNA). The second mechanism of protein 
ingestion bypasses the insulin receptor-mediated signaling cascade 
up-stream of mTORC1, and this is when leucine is transported into 
muscle by way of its sodium-dependent amino acid transporter. 
Leucine then interacts with, and activates, leucyl t-RNA synthetase 
and this enzyme then interacts with a complex of Rag GTPase 
proteins. At this point, the Rag GTPases are activated and then interact 
with mTORC1 at the membrane of the lysosome. Upon mTORC1 
activation, the down-stream effectors are the same as those with 
the insulin-mediated activation of mTORC1 in regard to translation 
initiation and subsequent MPS. Regarding the amount of protein to 
effectively stimulate MPS, there are scientific studies showing that 
large amounts of protein ingested are no more effective at increasing 
MPS than a less amount of protein.1,2 These studies demonstrated 
that, following resistance exercise, protein ingestion of 20grams was 
optimal for stimulating MPS, and that ingesting 40 grams of protein 
was no more effective than 20grams. Interestingly, both studies found 
that protein doses greater than 20 grams resulted in an overabundance 
of available amino acids that subsequently resulted in an increased rate 
of amino acid oxidation and ureagenesis. This suggest the scenario of 
the “muscle full effect”3 and is based on the standpoint that an upper 
limit of amino acid delivery must be achieved before muscle can no 

longer use amino acids as substrate for muscle protein synthesis, and 
instead resulting in the amino acids being diverted toward catabolic 
processes instead. 
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Editorial
The ability of protein ingestion to increase skeletal muscle protein 

synthesis (MPS) appears to be attributed, in part, to an increase in 
amino acids available for uptake into skeletal muscle, thereby 
augmenting substrate availability for MPS. Protein ingestion can 
up-regulate MPS based on two mechanisms of action. The first is 
when various amino acids, liberated upon protein digestion in the 
gut and transported into portal circulation, stimulate the pancreas to 
release insulin. At this point, insulin can bind to its transmembrane 
receptor in skeletal muscle. This is a receptor tyrosine kinase which 
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